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ROGER BROWN, G3LOP A warm welcome to the

8 new members who have applied for membership, a good
response to our advertisement in DX News Sheet! The list of
new members is as follows:
G3FKM
G3NOB
G3BRD

G4ADD
DJ9ZB
G4JVG

G3OLU
G3NOF

DK9KX has also expressed interest in becoming a member.
Again, a warm welcome, especially to Rita, G3NOB, the Club's
first yl member.
Please try to participate as much as
possible,
particularly by way of contributions to the
bi-monthly newsletter.

DX activity due to the 2Y and XF4 and, more recently, the viii
has
certainly created much fresh interest among DXers
generally and Club members in particular.
The response to my request for CDXC members to contribute to
the 3Y expedition fund was poor!
Only 8 members contributed
and the total amount from the UK was just £210!
Contrary to one member's beliefs, CDXC contributed £50, not
the entire funds of CDXC! In fact, our contribution
represented less than 12% of our entire funds.
There has been criticism of both myself and Don Field from
certain quarters of the membership. At least we try and do
positive things, generally with nil response, especially from
the very people who are responsible for most of the
criticism!
Roy, G3JEQ's, gear is now for sale. Please contact Robin
Sykes, G3NFV, 16 The Ridgeway, Fetcham, Leatherhead, Surrey
KT22 9AZ (Tel: Leatherhead 372587) for details.
In the early part of January, Ash Nallawalla, VK3CIT, and his
charming xyl Lesley, stayed with me for a few days.
Ash
publishes
a worldwide HF frequency list every year, which is
excellent! Anyone interested in a
copy should contact Ash
direct at PO Box 539, Werribee, Victoria 3030, Australia.
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Having not had much to say in the past about the South-West
division of CDXC, I must thank Steve and Sue GW4BKG for the
excellent hospitality given to me and my good lady in a visit
to Lan Farm recently. It's a DXer's dream QTH really, and it
includes a 3-legged sheep, a rather frisky sheepdog and a
Welsh pony!
Also, thanks to Steve GW4BLE for supplying an excellent wants
list of the folks in the South West.
Two dates for your diary:

1. FD=tthi:;;E:=2A±±=ap=i:i 5 social get-together at Ye Olde Swan,
Summer Road, Thames Ditton. 1830 hours for 1915 dinner.
Please let me know if you are coming, by 18th April at the
latest.
Notice of the Annual Review Meeting on Saturday 23rd May
2.
1987 at 1500 hours, to be held at my QTH. I have brought it
forward for many reasons, but mainly because of my business
and holiday committments which mean that I am unavailable
during June and July.
That's yer lot for this time. In a few days I will have been
licensed for 30 years. Having possessed five other calls
during that period, all I can hope is that I can live for
another 30 years and add to my callsigns around the world!
BCNU
Best 73 de Roger, G3LQP

FROM THE EDITOR

Apologies for the delays in getting this
issue out. These were due partly to my involvement with the
NEC Convention as well as the demands of a new job. The lack
of any input from members other than Roger's editorial didn't
exactly help either! For the benefit of new members, I aim to
include snippets of news from members in each issue, and a
regular member's profile (if I get them!). Deadlines for
material are the middle of March, May, July, etc. Although I
include a copy of the DX News Sheet diary, this newsletter
cannot be a source of DX info simply because it isn't
published sufficiently often or to a tight timescale. In any
case, no DXer worth his salt would be without one of the
regular weekly DX newsletters, presumably DXNS in the case of
UK members.
I trust all who needed the recent DXpeditions managed a QS0.
All have been very workable in Europe, although the VU4 was
very tiresome to start with. Incidentally, there is a strong
rumour, via VK6HD, that they will re-start around 15th April.
If you missed out on any, I trust it wasn't due to lack of
help from fellow Club members. I heard W2JB today talking
about the New Jersey DX Association's "Oink Oink" award for
members who work the same DX station several times when other
club members still need a QS°. The same might occasionally be
said of some of our own members, though I guess there is also
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a responsibility on the needy at least to be around and to be
able to put out a reasonably potent signal when the time
comes. I have heard Club members in the past complain about
not being alerted, when the information about an operation
has been passed out regularly and quickly on 144.525. I know
the alerting channel works well in the South-West. I never
hear just one of the boys down there in a pile-up. It's
either none or the whole lot of them! Incidentally, apologies
for my own absence from 525 recently. I have been listening
for hours at a time, but my rig has been putting out carrier
and no modulation, so I haven't been able to respond. I now
seem to have this cured.
With regard to the contribution to the 3Y operation, I can't
entirely endorse our chairman's remarks. I know for a fact
that a number of UK amateurs have chosen to send their
contributions direct rather than via G4DY0. Generous
donations were certainly justified in view of the uniqueness
of this operation - a brand new country (unlike ZC4) and
geographically remote (unlike 1A0). I somehow doubt that we
will see anything similar for many more years if at all.
The 3Y operation led to many old timers dusting off their
rigs and there have been many calls in the amateur radio
press for regular fillips like this to keep interest in the
bands. This has fed into the general discussion about the
future of the DXCC programme, and I am including some recent
contributions in this newsletter so that you can form your
own views. There is no reason why the CDXC shouldn't make its
own contribution on the topic to the ARRL. One view is, as
you will see, that Honour Roll members be asked to work 100
countries every year to stay on the listing. Certainly the
DXCC Jubilee Award has livened up the bands. The counter
argument seems to be that this would cause a lot of
unnecessary OSOs with DX stations, preventing the little guns
from getting a chance. Arguably this isn't the case, given
that most active DXers work 100 countries or more each year
just in casual operating in any case (it can be done in a
contest weekend without upsetting anybody at all). My own
comment, for what it's worth, though, is that I wouldn't want
to push off Honour Roll those real old timers of DX who have
done it the hard way but now, through ill health or force of
circumstances are unable to get on the bands at all. Are we
to dismiss their achievements so lightly?
back to the 3Y operation, there has been some
Going
controversy over their operating procedure, but I suspect
that, with the whole world calling, whatever they did to
minimise the pile-up and speed up the QSO rate would have
been criticised! After all, however well meaning you are, you
can't work 20,000 amateurs in the first hour! However, I'm
sure they satisfied practically everybody in the end, and
certainly seemed to have a pipeline into the UK for hours on
end. The CDXC has awarded the two operators its Certificate
of Merit, which I'm sure all CDXC members will consider was
richly deserved. How many of you would have welcomed working
the pile-up while sitting 75 metres up on a glacier with your
feet in icy water as the glacier melted from the warmth of
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your body! I'm sure that we often forget what it must be like
at the sharp end as we sit in our cosy shacks. Ian, G4LJF,
will be the envy of us all as he has the opportunity at
Visalia to hear the 3Y story at first hand. A few lines on
the Visalia "bash" wouldn't go amiss when you return Ian!
Incidentally, the 3Y QSLs have now been printed, so expect
them to start being sent out in the near future. They may be
submitted from June 1st for DXCC credit and QS0s with the
expedition will also count towards the Jubilee DXCC Award.
Don, G3XTT

MEMBERS' CORNER This is a full list of current members, with
Wants List and other information as appropriate. Very few
members have responded to G3YJI with their "wants" to date,
so a full listing is not possible at this time.

G2DMR, Jack (0737 58729) Jack is the Club Secretary, and
needs just F00, KH5P, XZ, IS and 3Y.

G3BRD, John John is a long-time HF DXer but has recently
turned to topband for the first time. In just a few months he
has almost countries to his credit, including some very nice
ones indeed. Welcome to CDXC!
G3COJ, Brian (06285 30425) Brian is a many-faceted amateur,
with interest in both HF and VHF, including having been one
of the early licencees on 6-metres.
G3FKM, John (021 429 3200) John is IARU Region I Secretary, a
member of RSGB Council, ex-RSGB President (twice!), etc, etc.
More to the point, he has worked all countries on the current
list! Welcome to CDXC!
G3GI0, Henry (01 567 6389) Henry needs just four countries to
finish off the lot: XV XZ ZA and 3Y. Henry has recently
worked the last few for the YASME Supreme Award, for which
congratulations!
G3HTA, John (03632 3333) John just needs ZA and 3Y. Now that
you have retired John, how about a DXpedition!
G3KMA, Roger (09905 8224) Roger already has the lot worked,
and is currently best known for his IOTA work. However, as I
know to my cost on 160, this certainly doesn't prevent him
from chasing other DX!
G3LQP, Roger (01 642 4956) Roger needs no introduction to
CDXC members. Roger needs KH5P XZ and 3Y.
G3NKO, Clive (4 Chester Close, RAY Wyton, Huntingdon, PE17
2HZ, Cambs) Probably better known to many as DA1CR, Clive is
currently stationed near Huntingdon.
G3NOB, Rita Our first yl member, Rita lives in Loughborough
in Leicestershire. Welcome!
G3NOF, Don Don must be one of the country's most prolific
DXers. Just look back at SWM, etc, at the long lists of DX
which has fallen prey to him over the years! Welcome to CDXC
Don!
G3OFW, Tony (0344 421783) Tony is currently concentrating on
t.opband and has therefore stopped keeping track of the
countries he needs on HF.
G3OLU, John John is one of our new members, and lives out in
Braintree. Welcome!
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G3OZF, Don (0296 748354) Don needs KH5K KH5P 82 SV/A XV XZ ZA
ZS8 IS 3Y and 70. As well as DXing and RTTY, Don is a great
contest man, and was one of the GB5CC operators from G4LJF's
QTH in the Commonwealth Contest. Don came back from the NEC
with a shiny new 930 which will no doubt be put to good use.
G3RUR, Tony (01 890 0968) According to the last wants list I
have, Tony still needed three for Honour Roll, but as this
included F00, XF4 and VU4 I guess he may be a bit nearer by
now.
G3VIE, Peter (0734 784048) Peter is one of the stalwarts of
CDXC, though with less time on the air since his hours have
become more regular. Peter needed just two for Honour Roll
some time ago, but ought to have worked VU4 by now, leaving
A5 KH5K KH5P S2 XV XW XZ ZA 3B6 and 3Y. Peter maintains
regular skeds, especially with ZL, and has operated from
various parts of the world.
G3VXZ One member, I'm sorry to say, who I know very little
about! How about some background gen for the newsletter?
G3XTT, Don (0734 724192) Yours truly! My interests range from
DXing (especially LF) to IOTA to contests to the WARC bands,
etc. I serve on the RSGB HF Committee and write the monthly
DX column in Amateur Radio magazine. Countries still wanted
are AS KH5K KH5P KH9 S2 VK9M XV XW XZ YA ZA 3Y 4W and 70.
Having passed the FCC Extra Class exams at Birmingham I am
now waiting a US callsign.
G3YJI, Peter (0932 223228) Peter is Club Treasurer, and a
recent entrant to DXCC Honour Roll. Peter still needs KH5P 82
XV XZ ZA ZS8 3Y and 70.
G3YMC, Dave (0344 421006) Dave has limited success on the HF
bands, due to limited space for antennas, but has been very
active on 10i1Hz in recent years. Dave's wants include A3 AS
BY C2 C9 CEOX ET F00 FR/J FW JD/M KHI KH3 KH4 KH5K KH5P KH7
KH9 KX S2 STO SV/A T2 TI9 VK9M VK9X VK9Z VP8(SGa) VP8(SSa)
VU(And) XF4 XU XV XW XZ YA ZA ZL/K ZS8 IS 3B6 3D2 3Y 4W 5U
and 70.
G3ZAY, Martin (0223 311714) Martin is interested in many
aspects of HF amateur radio, and as well his successes from
this country has operated from VK9L W 4U1ITU 4U1UN GD GJ GM
F, etc, including IOTA expeditions from Les Minquiers, the
Treshnish Islands and the Farne Islands. Martin also writes
magazine articles from time to time. His newly-acquired US
call is NU2L. Martin still needs XZ ZA and 70.
G3ZTM, Louis Those who were at last year's CDXC annual
meeting will understand Louis' success at DXing!
G4ADD, Bill Bill is to the north of England what G3HTA and
co. are to the west country! Pleased to have you in CDXC
Bill.
G4FAM, Cris (01 658 5197) Cris is interested in just about
every aspect of amateur radio, both HF and VHF. Cris serves
on the RSGB HF Committee and is currently editing a new
awards book for the RSGB. He has operated from J6 GJ etc.
G4GED, Dave (01 578 4484) Dave is a keen all-band DXer,
though still has quite a few countries to go.
Steve (Carl Milles vag 7, Lag 51, S-181 34 Lidirigo,
Sweden). Steve is currently based in Stockholm and operated
recently as OHO/G4JVG during the CO WPX contest. He plans to
be on from OJO later in the year. Steve has also operated
with such exotic calls as EP2SL and VP2MW, as well as from

_gum-L
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various European countries.
G4LJF, Ian (0734 780022) Ian's QTH is the envy of most CDXC
members! However, Ian spends much of his time away, to the
benefit of many with his operations from D6 3B8 S7 EA9 HB9 VK
etc. Ian is currently busy with HF packet radio, but don't
assume he'll desert conventional DXing!
G4PEO. John (0403 67338) John still has a lot to work, but
suffers currently from heavy pressure from the saltmine.
GM3YOR, Drew (0592 200335) Drew's biography appeared in the
last newsletter. Drew operates exclusively on CW and has been
working some very choice DX recently, especially on LF.

GW4BKG, Steve

(0656 840204) Steve is an enthusiastic DXer and
has recently taken on "Certificate Corner" in DX News Sheet.
Expect to hear more of Steve in the context of HF Awards. A
letter arrived from Steve after the deadline for the last
issue. Steve does not believe that a British DX Group will
ever really get off the ground, mainly because of the lack of
interest in DX operating and awards chasing amongst UK
amateurs. In this respect he considers that much of the
current unrest in our own ranks stems from the general lack
of interest in anything other than Honour Roll. Steve points
to DXers such as Garry, VE3XN, who keep their interest alive
through the whole sunspot cycle by chasing practically
everything there is to chase, including contest operation. It
also fosters community spirit in a group such as ours. For
example, Steve is currently chasing the VP9 100 award. This
is known by other SW DXers who alert him on 525 if they hear
a VP9 on the bands.
GW4BLE, Steve Steve is probably best known as one of the
country's most successful contest operators.
DJ9ZB, Franz (Carl Kistnerstrasse 19, D-7800 Freiburg, West
Germany). Our first overseas member, Franz should need no
introduction. As a long-time DXpeditioner, as well as OSL
manager for various operations, Franz is well known to the DX
community. Welcome to CDXC!
If I have failed to do justice to anyone in this listing,
then please let me know and it can be put right next time.

THE FUTURE OF DXCC
Chod Harris, VP2ML, Editor of TDXB, suggests that the DXAC,
in studying the restructuring of DXCC, should consider an
Annual Honour Roll to complement the existing Historical
Honour Roll. The recent Peter I operation highlighted a major
problem with the existing Honour Roll: it does not promote
regular activity. Peter I forced many long-time HR members to
connect up their rigs and chase DX for the first time in
years. The results were transmissions out of band, or on the
3Y Tx frequency, and hours of calling to achieve success.
Chod believes that an Annual Honour Roll would provide
incentive for DXers to fine-tune their stations and operate
on a regular basis. The DXCC Golden Jublilee Award has
demonstrated how an annual award drums up interest and many
DXers are keeping note of their scores for 1987 - some are up
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to 180c after only two months! The DX Bulletin proposes an
annual Honour Roll, open only to those members of the
existing Historical Honour Roll. The criterion would be
simple: the number of DXCC countries worked during the
calendar year - and the award would identify those DXers who
make a special effort to be active on the bands all the time,
and provide a vehicle to recognise the younger DXers who just
weren't around the last time some "current" countries were
active. TDXB further suggests a minor change to existing
Honour Roll rules: every Honour Roll member should work at
least 100 countries every calendar year to maintain his
position. No QSLs to be submitted - just a list of the 100
countries worked to be sent along with your annual update
form.

From G3UML: Time for a rigorous counter-view on the DXCC
proposals. I've never read such rubbish. So we have to work a
new DXCC every year. And the result? A massive perpetual
contest, with the big guns and super-guns piling in on every
bit of run-of-the-mill DX, every year. Far from encouraging
activity amongst newcomers, they wouldn't stand a chance.
Every time something vaguely rare came up, say a CN8 or a
4S7, it would be deluged under all the biggest signals in the
world, and it would happen again and again every year.
Ludicrous! The proposal devalues the whole idea of the DXCC
Award as the ultimate yardstick for DX achievement. The top
levels of DXCC are not supposed to be easy. There's
absolutely no point in trying to level it out so that every
newcomer can compete equally with the long-established Honour
Roll members. It's meant to be a long haul. My first 100
countries, in 1965, took nine days, 200 took four months, 300
took five years and Honour Roll took about twelve years. It
wasn't easy, but I felt I'd done something when I got there,
and every subsequent country has given me pleasure (and
palpitations!). As for VP2ML's suggestion that 3Y forced many
long-time HR members to connect up their rigs and chase DX
for the first time in years - do leave it out! Dozens of
long-time HR members are on the air all the time. Quite apart
from everything else, the paperwork for ARRL would be
overwhelming and, since only lists of stations are suggested,
quite meaningless as well. there are plenty of cheats in
amateur radio DXing. There's no point in making it easy for
them. DXCC is popular because it's about right. Introduce
Jubilee Awards and the like by all means, but leave the
yardstick alone please.
The above give just a flavour of the kind of debate that has
been raging in the world's amateur radio press in recent
months. At the end of the day I suspect the ARRL will make
few, if any, changes, if only because of the limitations on
their resources. More likely they will raise questions like
whether the time has come for local checking of initial DXCC
claims to reduce the paper mountain, or whether Honour Roll
should be published less frequently. For my own part I hope
they don't submit to pressure, as in some of the suggestions
which have been made, to "delete" countries which have been
inactive for some years. Can we say that Albania does not
exist, simply because amateur radio is banned there? The
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inhabitants of that country would not be amused, and DXCC
would lose its appeal in the eyes of many. It beats QTH
locator square hunting any day because countries (even in the
odd way that DXCC sometimes defines them) are entities which
we can relate to. Anyway, you can get on to Honour Roll
without working the lot, as many CDXC members know!

DX CALENDAR

(Tnx DX News Sheet)

Till April 30th
Till April 30th
Till August

Now
April - June
Apr 11 - 12
Apr 11 - 12
Apr 14 - 30
Apr 15
Apr 17 - 19
Apr 17 - 25
Apr 18 - 20
Apr 24 - May 7
Apr 25 - 26
Apr 25 - 26
May 1 - 2
May 2
May 2 - 3
May 9
May 9 - 10
May 12 - 19
May 16 - 17
May 23 - 24
May 25 - Jun 9
May 30 - 31
May 31
June
June
Jun 17
Jun 26 - Jul 14
Jun - Aug
Jul 7 - 14
Aug

II2ARI
V47KJI by W2BJI
3D6 by PA3CPG
FR5ZU/E
I6OARI
CARF Commonwealth SSB Contest
Montana QSO Party
TI9M by TI8CBT
VU4APR re-starts?
KP5 by NP4TB, etc?
OHO by DL group
I4ALU/IP1, Palmaria Is
FV6FIT from Int'l Fair in Toulouse
N Carolina QSO Party
"Helvetia" Contest
V2AJI by W2BJI
Utah QSO Party
County Hunters SSB Contest
Nevada QSO Party
FF6KFV from Tatihou Is (not IOTA)
FS by "Porpoise" DX Club of NJ
Telecomms Day Contest
UBA SWL Trophy CW
TO6JUN
CO WPX CW Contest
Latest date for IOTA Honour Roll update
KA2IJ, Iwo Jima
FG5EQ/FS by TK5BL?
World ORP Day!
ZF2AH
SP5EXA/JW
OY/G3MCN
VK9MW, Mellish reef

I trust the above will keep you all busy. March was an
amazing month. My own log includes both KC6CS and KC6MX on 40
CW, as well as 807QL and 5Z4KG by the Colvins, also on 40 CW.
ZYOSA and ZYOSB were worked in the UK on 15 through 160. J70A
and co. were worked on several bands. VU4APR and VU4NRO were
active (if that's the right word!). 5AOA seemed to be
everywhere on the bands. K1MM, K1MEM, KIST and their xyls
(all licensed!) were active as TU4A and KIST/6W1 (two nice
new ones on 160). 4MOARV showed how an expedition should be
run (for the CDXC member heard on 525 saying "4M0, I won't
work that, it's only a special prefix for Venezuela", well,
)
DK7PE came on
actually, they were QRV from Aves Is
73 de Don.
from C56 and 6W. Then DJ6QT appeared from 9L
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